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BUFFS AND ASTROLOGERS. 

As an ardent crusader for The Cause—Right Wing Extremist Z 
Politics--and as a professional astrologer of 36 years experience in 
research and practice, and as one trying to subsidize The Cause by 
printing and mailing the best I can by using professional fees, ; am 
,perhaps, invaang "enemy country" in thus looking for affluent, • 
well-paying clients among the rank and personnel of big corporations 
or of the Organization-Man type. Still I have the capacity of giving 
them value received by making personal astrological reports to such 
men as corporate officers,directors,lawArs,doctors,politicians, 
statesmen or other professiorjals including professors who are D.I.Th 
(Doctor of Independent Thinking), not to forget promoters,entrepren-
eurs,sole proprietors,speculators,institutional investment managers 
and advisors. The fee is $100.00 including thereafter one year of 
unlimited consultation and answering of questions from the client. 

In this process of seeking clients,giving(selling) them 
valuable reportO.Information,based on and derived from their birth-
data(computed horosoopes), I am also at the same time looking for 
men and women of high talent to recruit to The Cause,people who to,  
not belong by any natural affinity in such "enemy country" as Thi 
Liberal-Tyrannical Plutocratic Establishment Power ggructure,affil-
iated as it is,part and parcel,lock,stock and barrel with the 
International Communist Conspiraoy. 

I purpose and expect nothing less just from using my own 
talents than to be able to disoern,from horoscope reading alone, 
the presence in clients of such talents as if sleeping giant powers 
and possibilities, and to stimulate their ambition into projecting 
more elaborate accomplishments for the future than they have been 
so far working on. The client is most likely in some kind of a rut 
or stalled condition in career even though An the affluende class 
and by no stretch of the imagination a pauper living from hand to a 
mouth. 

Of course sometimes even the highest talents are starving in 
an attic. But both in effect need to be awakened from the dead and 
to start running their talent engines "all ahead flankl"as they say 
ix the Navy. 

The type of high talent,high I.Q. brains and political ex-
pertness now needed in The Right Wing Extremist Cause is well anal-
yzed for both its rarity and its intrinsic characteristics by Sir 
Francis Galton(1822-1911) in his book HEREDITARY GENIUS(1865) and b y 
Hilaire Belloc in the biography RICHELIEU (1929).Belloc(1870-7) has 
been called the greatest English writer who ever lived except only 
Shakespeare. 

In the days of Galton the I.Q.score had not been invented or 
discovered,so he evaluated men according to how rare their uniquenes 
was.He arranged this table 
Class A or a-One in 4 

B orb-" 	"6 
C or 0- " 	"16 
D or 6- " "64 
E e " 	" 413 
F " f " 	" 4300 
G " g " 	" 79,000 
H " h " 	" 1,000,000 
I " i " 	" 10,000,000. 

The capital letters indicated above-.average skill approachigg 
ganius,the small letters indicated below average approaching idiot y 
and imbecility or cretinism. 

Samilarly Belloc mentioned three rare highly developed tal-
ents which Richelieu had,eactr one occurring as infrequently as a 
royal flush dealt in a poker game: all three in combination in one, 
person being almost unheard of. This lad Belloc to say that high 
talent like Richelieu had appears only one each 300 years or even 
only once in the whole lifespan of a nation. 

Here fh&lows a brief condensed table of LQ.(3=02 and 
some of the mental and vocational talents that go with them. .his 
will be elaborated soon in an issue of my sheet THE HIGH I.Q.BULLETIN 
on the tharaof the intrinsic nature of High ',Q. per se. 

In studying parsons of High I.Q. we finally get a clue,an 
inklingofthe mystery in Greek mythology's code Janguage of Cassan-
dra, the Tronan Princess.daughter of King Priam.sister of Paris and 
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Hecior,mentioned in Homer's Iliad. A god fell in love with her and 
gave her a gift of the power of prophecy. But when she spurned his 
advances he took revenge,. He could not revoke,once conferred, the 
power of the gift--accurate vision of the future--but he did declare 
that he would render it ueolss by decreeing that nobody would over 
believe her, and her prophecies anyhow. This code language myth 
actually refers to confirmable facts and conditions about human 
credulity. High I.Q. automatically does confer a skill in prophecy 
(excluging other prophetic talent such as clairvoyance and psychic 
flashes) simply because high T.Q. sees all or nearly all chains of 
cause and effect burning along steadily toward a future denouement 
or debacle like a fuse or powder train leading to a powder magazine 
In that sense high I.Q. automatically does know the future without 
even trying to strain itself by computing. Also low I.c. does scoff 
and does not believe Cassandra. The highest ranks of I.Q. can 41a 
therefpre be called The Zone of Cassandra (I.Q.175-230) and the next 
highest group The Zone of the Delphic Oracle(I.Q. 155-175), who was 
vaguer and not so accurate as Cassandra. 

The following is offered aia_a sort of first draft of a 
studied theme. 
I.Q. SCORE 
Under 25--Sub-idiot-Unconscious- Near Amoeba. 
25-50 -Imbecile 	 Unconscious like sleeping sickness 
50-55 -"Feebron"(Coined word)- Feebleminded. 
55-60 -Low-Grade Stupron 	Amoral nearly unconscious 
60-65 -Stupron 	 Oaf,amoral animal-like 
65-70 Stulton 	 Nitwit 
70-75 Vagarion 	 A dope. 
75-80 Vulgon 	 -Goof,dense moron 
80-85 Dull moroh 	 -Boob,simpleton. 
85-90 High grade moron 	-Puritanical parrot,fathead, 

incoherent bafflegabber. 
90-95 Yakker Yokel 	 Damnfool,natural proletarian, 

genuine half-wit,garrulous know-it-
all. 

95-100 Vulgarian,Pure Average Dull normal,sometimes roaring Stem. 
tor. 

100-105 Bright Normal 	 Masters of Ceremonies. 
105-110 Some Cerebration 	City Editors. 
110-115 Efficient competency 	Private Detectives 
115-120 Quick-witted-Intellegons--Straw-bosses,minor executives. 
120-125 Sharp-witted Supertons -Shysters,confidence men,Peilroad 

Locomotive Engineers,salesman,some 
governors. 

125-130-Superior Mentality- 	Aristothons-Average professors, and 
average congressmen. 

Over 130 is called "BEST MINDS" 1 % of the populatiln 
130-135-Very Superior Mentality-paragons-Some Senators,many corpore 

ate officers. 
135-140-RIPE GENIUS 4th Class. 
140-145- " 	" 3rd Class. 
145-150- " 	" 2nd Class. 
150-155- " 	" lst Class. 

155-175-Zone of Delphic Oracle. 
155-160-Delphithon 4th Class. 
160-165- 	 3rd " 
165-170- 	" 2nd " 
170-175 	" 1st ". 

175-230-ZONE OF CASSANDRA. 
175-180- Cassandrathon- 5th Class. 
180-185- 	 4th 
185-190 	 3rd " 
190-195- 	" 	2nd 
195-230 	11 	 1st ". 
230-300 I.Q.-ZCNE CF PLATO 
300-500 I.Q.-ZCNE OF HERMES TRESMEGISTOS. 
Note: Snores from 115- through 135 might also be called Zone of 
Smart-Set Spphistioates,Sherlock Holmes,Scotland Yard Thinkers. 

The wonderful book THE TWILIGHT OF THE AMERICAN MIND(1928) 
by Professor Walter B.Pitkin Sr.(1878-1953) gives a wealth of detail 
about how various I.Z. ranks are correlatdd to various occupations. 
He even made eredactionsup to the year1975 which the reader will 
find intriguing to check. 

Long ago (1929) Hilaire Balloc anticipated the present 
verbal use of dove-versus-hawk contrast by using eel-versus-pike to 
describe the docile,bureaucratic Organization-Man versus the ambit-
ious talented man who is after real power and who will never be 
content with medals,honors,titles and delegated power conferred on 
him by someone else who does have real power. 
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• Also Belloc described the ruthlessness of the "pikes". He 
carefully distinguished between the wooden—Indian,hard—as—a—diamond 
implacability of Richelieu and mare cruelty of a sadist or crude 
barbarian. I prefer to use the contrast between the harmless golcIAMIS 
fish and the Piranha fish, a miniature deadly attack—shark. The grap 
of the Pike or Piranha includes Caesar,Hannibal, Alexander,Frederiok 
the Great,napoleon,Hitler,Louis XIV,Bismarok,Cromwell,Washington, 
Geovge III,First Duke of Marlborough, Generals Stonewall Jackson, 
Nathan Bedford Forrest,Grant and Sherman,Genghis Than and king 
Edward the First,hard—as—a—diamond, the tough.l,st man who ever spoke 
English, the Englis equivalent of Genghis Khan. 

H.L.MENCKEN(1880-1956) in his 1922 book A DEFENSE OF WOMEN 
wrote in a similar vein. 

"Tab capacity for submitting to and prospering comfortably 
under this cheese—monger's civilization is far more marked in men • 
than in women, and far more in inferior men than in men of the 
higher categories. It must be obvious aux to even so pathetic an 
ass as a university profdssor of history that very few of the genuine 
first—rate men of the race have bean whdlely civilized in the sense 
that the term is employed in newspapers and in the pulpit. Think of 
Caesar,Bonaparte,Luther,Frederick the Great,Cromwell,Barbarossa, 
Innocent III,hannibal,Alexander and to come down to our own time 
Grant,Stonewall Jackson,Bismarck,Wagner,Garibaldi, and Cecil Rhodes! 

The atheist professor EDWARD LUCAS WHITE of Baltimore, a 
scholar of Latin and Greek,author of book WHY ROME FELL(1927) ranked 
Caesar first and as the second greatest man who had ever lived he 
named one Dr.Francia,"El Supremo",dictabor of Paraguay 1815-1840. 

If you're reading this now you are on some kind of an ex-
clusive mailing list or other either as bright or financially 
affluent or both; probably both,excluding pccasionally a "brilliant-
ine"(coined word) who is temporally starving in an attic. Hereon 
I wish to outline what sort of useful reports can be made to and for 
you about your stellar—stamp at moment of your first breath which 
would be value received for the $100.00 fee you pay. 

The planet Jupiter is Mammon, the Devil or the Devil's main 
base in the Solar System. Its radiation or astrological influence 
which astrologers use checks entirely in consonance with all de-
scriptions of the Devil in Holy Scriptures about the attributes of 
the Devil. As a material object,as a possibly hostile military 
base or floating naval—base—carrier for flying saucers and other 
UFO information on Jupiter checks with all the thalking of the 
Flying Saucer Buffery. 

Jupiter lrules"(as astrologers say), or has affinity for and 
magnetic or electric control over the forces on earth known ad 
The Establishment,The Power-Structure or The International Communist 
Conspiracy which includes the totality of corporate Organization—
Man Personnel, all big central banks—of—issue,Rothschilds,Rockefell-
ers,Federal Reserve System,World Bank,Bank of England,Ford Foundatip 
Royal Shell Dutch Oil Empire,the CIA, The UN,the Council on Foreign 
Relations,The Business Advisory Council and many other subordinate 
Communist fronts. Jupiter rules this evil octopus—entity, the 
biggest known earthly organization now in existence,known to the 
Superbuffs under the above names. 

This force is vary old, as old as the planet Jupiter itself, 
and perhaps even older than the earth. Although I do not think the 
Solar System is anywherenear as old as some astronomers think it is, 
yet it existed in the class cal times of Greece and Roma the same as 
it is to—day. This means that although the external forms(such as 
the evil institutions mentioned above) may be of recent creation or 
manifestatdan,during recent decades or centuries,yet there were 
predecessor evil entities doing their same evil work during more 
ancient centuries. See the books THE UNTOLD HISTORY BY WmRobert 
Plumme 127-01 101st St Richmond Hill,N.Y.#11419 and "WORLDS IN 
COLLISION" My Velikofsky 78 Hartlet Ave.Princeton, N.J.#08540. 

In everybody's horoscope the planet Jupiter is located some 
place or other according to the date and hour of birth and it is a 
sure determihant of that person's relationship to this world—wide, 
nay solar—system-wide enormously evil POWER—STRUCTURE. If Jupiter 
is strong in a person's horoscope he or she will be npticed,used, 
recognized and well paid by the Establishment. He or she may even be 
called "lucky" (or affluent"I) and provoke jealousy and envy. Amat-
eur astrologers may tell thon(him or her) that thon has a rare 
"astrologer's dream horoscope" containing a fortunate well—placed 
Jupiter,brtaging endless cornucopia of good luck. But if thon, the 
cli.mt, wants to get any further than first base in the struggles of 
the spiritual—political—econagic arena of this world thon will have 
to tarn the tables on these Jupiterian forces, revolt against them, 
and set thonself up free. Cf this effort to become free and have 
real brivate real estate owned under one's feat. the immediate 
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reedits will be a vary unpleasant absorbing the shocks of counter-
attack such as being transferred or exiled to Siberia, or being 
fired and blacklisted by the Organization for insubordination or 
even murdered as happed in Dallas,Texas,November 22,1953. 

A weak Jupiter is a native's horoscope gets then ignored 
early and often; early,later and still later. He may even be poor 
early and often or skint chronically,but he does acquire th habit of 
freedom and self-reliance and of improvising during times of depriv_ 
ation and learhs that he doesn't really need the Power Structure tp 
lean on and more than dope addicts originally needed their drugs be-
fore they got hooked. 

If the client(the owner of the horoscope,"the native") is 
really a free man in the core of his being,self-reliant,independent, 
insubordinate, he will get nothing from Jupiter unless he turns 
pirate or subtly piratic-sublimate, and takes it. To him Jupiter is 
an enemy force in his horoscope ard acts to cause deprivation exact-
ly as Saturn is alleged to act in Traditional Astrology. Saturn 
"takes care of his own" they say; but hive own are never slaves or 
stooges of the Establishment Conspiracy and are not likely to have 
any surfeit of this world's goods except during rare golden ages of 
the abundant life such as America 1820-1860 or 1715-1756(from death 
of Louis XIV to the French and Indian War in the Thirteen Colonies) 
Saturniana are recluses,hermits,loners, asocial philosophers, 
desert prospectors etc. but they are free,intelligent,with good 
judgment,healthy and fearless. Also during golden ages of temporary 
successful revolt usurious bankers and money-value changers,then 
Saturnians do have power prestige,rank and abundance. 

In the various clients' horosceopes the planets act different 
-ly as their influences impinge on the central cora of being of the 
person according to whether he is free or slave. 'Jupiter distributes 
supplies and security to his docile slaves but is as heartless and 
nugatory as a loan shark banker in dealing with free men. 

Supporting Evidence--Some Bible Notes. 

In St.Faul Ephesians VI-12 one can decode as follows by 
added words in parentheses: 

"For we wrestle not against flesh and blood but against 
principalities(centers of power of radiating force,possibly planets 
as Devil Bases or mother-ships full of flyinf saucers or unknown 
satellites orbiting the earth or asteroids or colonies based on the 
moon like aL enemy beach-head) against powers, against the rulers 
of the darkness of this world(the Establishment Conspiracy Power 
Structure)and spiritual wickedness in high places("higher bands" in 
the radio sense of frequency or vibration per second,may refer to 
broadcast influence from Jupiter which bombards at all times all 
people) ". 

The Lord speaking to Abraham:Genesis 13:16 
"And I will make thy seed as the dust of the earth: s- that if a 
man can number the dust of the earth then shall thy seed also be 
numbered" 

and then Genesis 22:17 
"I will multiply thy seed as the stars of the heaven and 1k 

ts the sand which is upon the seashore." 
It is my theory here that multiplied seed does not refer to 

large numbers of individual descendants ,that is to a population 
explosion,but rather to a sudden multiplied number of microgenes 
within the genes of the hereditary cells. This would constitute a 
mutation in the cells of Abraham taking them more complicated with 
more ticrogenes than those of Adam and Eve.Microgenes are tiny 
enough so that they are little bi&er than atoms.Eech gene has some 
340,000,000 microgenes. 
Quoting issue Mo1.1.No.2.0ct.11,1966 of THE HIGH I.Q.BULLETIN 

"A new biological unit called microgene_has been discovered in 
the hereditary cells. A cell contains 48 chromosomes,each chromosome 
contains several thousand genes and each gene 340 million microgenes 
They compare in size as if a cell were a whole fleet at anchor of 
48 ships,each ship having several thousand railroad boxcars in its 
hold and each boxcar having 340 million grains of wheat or mustard 
seeds." 
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Transits of planets in the sky to-day bring out into open 
manifestation as events whatsoever the same planets promised in 
the horoscope at the moment of birth 

A strong Mars makes a good strategist*, and brave fighter, 
and an efficient executive or operative of any kind. A weak Mary 
causes helplessness and bungling. A strong Saturn gives good jtiffsmett 
unlimited patience,calm temper shook-absorbing reserves of strength 
like an anvil made of lend-meta and reserved of buoyancy like a 
submerged submarine. A strong Venus attracts to the native deserved 
devotion and herp-worship from followers and subordinates.It also 
makes its natives self-confident and without defeatist* quirks or 
despondencies. Merdury,Moon and Vulcan determine the amount of Intel 
-ligence,ethics and attitude toward pure absolute truth. 

PEE $100.00 for professional work on your horoscope. All 
questions answered for a year thereafter of unlimited consultation: 
Send hour and city (or county) also day,month and year of birth to: 

P.C.ARGYLE -STUART 
BOX 1192 
Colorado Springs,ColorSdt#60901. 
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